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ABSTRACT
Despite the very recent availability of High Speed Time-Resolved Crystal
lography (HSTC) data sets, the promise of HSTC remains largely tmfulfilled
due to the clifliculty in extracting structural information on intermediates
from time-resolved electron density maps. These maps are only composites
of the electron density maps of the populated chemical species present at
the experimental time points. Although various schemes of extracting ho
mogeneous structures from HSTC data sets have been proposed, to date no
structures have been determined. In this paper we present novel methods for
estimating these parameters directly from an HSTC data set. We apply om
methods to successfully extract structural information on intermediates from
ru1

HSTC data set acquired during decay from the saturated photostationary

state of the Photoactive Yellow Protein (PYP). We present the refined struc
ture (pseudo-2.0

A resolution by estimates of completeness) for a previously

unseen intermediate of the PYP photocycle decay.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In a recent review, Hajdu and Anderson

(1) issued a call to arms: 'We

suggest that one of the major goals of structmal biology should be to achieve
the fourth dimension, where four-dimensional structures and coordinate files
being the norm, in which conventional tlu·ee-dimensional structm·es are stills
from the movie.' Although the determination of the tlu·ee-dimemional struc
ture of macromolecules by conventional X-ray crystallog,Taphic techniques
has provided detailed structural information to high resolution on hundreds
if not thousancls of macromolecular structm·es, few molecular mechanisms of
action based on these structmes have been fully elucidated. One reason is
that complete tmderstanding of a molecular mechanism frequently requires
not only the detailed structmal information on enzyme and substrates, but
also an rn1derstanding of the structmes of the key intermediates involved in
the reaction.
Crystallog,Taphers have traditionally applied several techniques in an ef
fort to obtain detailed structmal information on reaction intermediates. One
common approach has been to desig,11 a series of stable structm·es to mimic
short-lived intermediates, such as enzyme-inhibitor or enzyme-product com
plexes. These stable mimics are then studied by X-ray difference Fomier
techniques. However, these structures are stable precisely because they are
not identical to the intermediates they seek to mimic, and key interactions are
rnually missing from the structure. Other experimental techniques and chem
ical intuition are then called upon to supplement the missing information,
often with only limited success. Frequently, in these cases, our understand-
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ing of atomic-level structme remains much gTeater than our understancling
of atomic-level mechanisms.
Another popular technique approach is cryocrystallogTaphy (2, 3, 4).
Here, the crystal is cooled while it is being transferred through a series of
cryosolvents that remain liquid at the temperatmes of interest and yet re
tain crystallinity. Catalysis proceeds when an authentic substrate is diffused
into the cooled crystal. Suitable adjustment of temperatme may alter the
population and greatly prolong the lifetimes of the intermediates, allowing
their structures to be determined by otherwise conventional crystallogTaphic
techniques. Unfortunately, there are several practical problems with cry
ocrystallography. Cryosolvents often modify kinetics in a dramatic fashion.
In addition, it is difficult to demonstrate that the trapped intermediates lie
on the direct, productive pathway at physiological temperatm·es. Cooling
the protein may also moclify the protein's structme and alter key structmal
interactions in the trapped intermediates.
Rather than slowing dmvn macromolecular reactions, as is done in cry
ocrystallography, a complementary approach, High-Speed Time-resolved Crys
tallography (HSTC), uses intense syncln·otron X-ray somces to accelerate
crystallographic exposme times. The uses of syncln·otron radiation in X
ray diffraction experiments in macromolecular crystallography have been
reviewed (5, 6, 7).

HSTC potentially offers detailed structmal informa

tion on short-lived intermediates in macromolecular reactions under near
physiological crystalline conditions. This makes elucidation of the underlying
molecular mechanisms much more feasible than it has been with traditional,
'still-frame' crystallography.
Despite the very recent availability of HSTC data sets, the promise of
HSTC remains largely unfulfilled (8). This is in part due to the difficulty in
extracting structm·al information on intermediates from time-resolved elec
tron density maps, which are only composites of the electron density maps of
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the populated chemical species present at the experimental time points. Var
ious schemes of extracting homogeneous structures from time-resolved data
sets have been proposed, most notably Moffat (9, 10), although to date no
intermediate structures have been extracted from available HSTC data.
Application of this procedure as described in Moffat (9) has in the past
been hindered because estimates of the relative concentrations and number
of populated chemical species (mathematical components) in the HSTC data
set are required. Ideally, a kinetic model for the key intermediates is desired.
Because of past difficulties in estimating these parameters from HSTC data
alone, previous researchers, most notably Ng et al. (ll), have had to rely
to on additional experimental techniques to generate the required data, with
only mixed success. In this paper we present a novel method for estimating
these parameters directly from an HSTC data set. We apply this method to
successfully extract structural information on intermediates from an HSTC
data set acquired during decay from the saturated photostationary state of
the Photoactive Yellow Protein (PYP).

CHAPTER 2
PRINCIPLES OF HSTC DATA ANALYSIS
2.1. Extraction of Conformational Structure
Information from HSTC Reciprocal Space Data

2.1.1.

Introduction and Prerequisites

In both conventional crystallogTaphy and HSTC, X-ray diffraction inten
sities arise from a time average over all molecular conformations that exist
during an exposure time f..t n between t and t

+ /:it n

and from a volume

average over all molecules ilhuninated. The volume average is taken over
the 10 11 -10 13 molecules in the crystal and is effectively constant, but in an
HSTC experiment the conformation varies with time. Following Moffat (9),
we assume that at time t the crystal contains a series of time-independent
conformations Cl, C2, C3, ... , Ci, ... , with fractional occupancies fc,(t)
and structure factors FcJk) for the reflection k. If the conformations Ci
are distributed spatially at random in the real lattice, then the distribution
of Ci may be described as the convolution of the electron density of the
conformation Ci with a randomly sparse real lattice, and the distribution of
conformations in the entire crystal may be described as the sum over i of
such convolutions. Then the total structure factor F(k, t) is given by
F(k,t) = Lfc,Fc;(k),
i

(2.1)

and �i fc, = 1 for all values of t. Figure 1 illustrates Equation 2.1
diagTanunatically for one structme factor amplitude.
Squaring both sides of Equation 2.1 yields the following relationship be4

5

Figure 1. Diag,Tam of structure factors varying over time. On the left are a
series of structure factor corresponding to four different time points, labelled
Cl, C2, C3, C4. The diagram on the right illustrates how F(k,t) might vary
over time. Taken from Moffat (9).
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tween time-resolved strncture factor amplitudes and the reciprocal space
structure factor amplitudes of the component structures:

I F(k, t )l

2

-

(2.2)

(�fci F c,(k)) · (�fcj F c;(k))

- L fc,(t)fc";(t)Fc, (k) . F

Cj

(2.3)

(k)

i, j

i

i<j

where fc,( t) is the relative concentration of the ith component at time t,
I F (k, t)I is the amplitude of the reflection kin reciprocal space, and I F c, (k) I
is the amplitude of the ith component.
If the values of fc,(t) and I F (k, t)I are known for sufficiently many time
points t, Equation 2.4 can be solved for the right-hand real-valued parameters
I F c,(k) 1 2 and F c,(k) · F c; (k) for all Ci, j by any suitable method for solutions
of non-linear equations. The values of I F (k, t)I can be derived directly from
the reduced HSTC data sets for which they have been homogeneously scaled
across all time points for this pmvose. The fc, (t )s can potentially be derived
from a nmnber of sources, including optical meastll'ements taken concmTently
with the HSTC data (11), and by the analytical methods we present below. In
practice, one usually uses a variant of non-linear least-squares optimization
with suitable constraints applied on the values of IFc,(k)l 2 and

F c,(k)

·

Fci (k), as we do in our analyses on HSTC data for PYP data given in detail
below.

2.1.2.

ETtract'ion of Structzire Factor Amplitudes for
Components

The IF c, (k) Is thus determined are, of course, the desired reciprocal struc
ture factor amplitudes of the conformation Ci. If one is willing to neglect
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small phase angle differences between the corresponcling structure factor am
plitudes of each of the conformations here as illlL5trated in Figure 1, the struc
tures of the conformations can be determined by combining these IF0,(k)ls
·with pha5e data obtained by conventional crystallographic techniques for one
of the conformations (e.g., the "native" or "g,Tolmd-state" conformation) and
then using the standard techniques of three-dimensional Fomier transforma
tion and real-space structme refinement. It is therefore in principle possible,
with the aforementioned external data, to extract structmal information on
each Ci from the raw HSTC IF (k, t) I data, provided om· assumption of ran
dom spatial distribution of conformations within the crystal lattice holds.

2.1. 3.

Partial Extraction of Relative Phase Angle In.formation

IVIoreover, some information about phase angles of the conformations can
also be learned (9) from the dot product parameters in Equation 2.4, if one
makes use of the dot product identity F c, (k)·F c; (k) = IFcJk) I IF c; (k) I cos6.¢i,j,
where 6.c/Ji,j is the difference in pha5e angles between Ci and Cj. If we let

f3i,j

=

Fc.(k)·Fc.-(k)
IFc:(k)IIFc>k)I'

.

.

.

then we obtain the identity,
6.c/Ji,j =

± arccos l};,j·

(2.5)

Thus, the absolute values of the relative phase differences between the
conformations can be determined, at least in principle, for all determined
values of k. With three or more components, some information on signs
can even be extracted by noting that 6.¢i ,i+2 = 6.c/Ji,i+l

+ 6.¢ i+l,i+2·

Then,

if sign6.¢i,i+l = sign6.¢i+J,i+2 = 1, we must have l6.¢i,i+2 1 = l6.¢i,i+ll +
l6.¢i+ 1 ,i+2 1 and sign6.¢i,i+2 = 1 by the triangle inequality. Therefore, if we

obtain nllllleri cally that l6.¢i,i+2 1 « l6.¢i ,i+ll + l6.¢i+1,H2I or l6.¢i,H2I »
l6.¢i,i+ll + l6.¢i+l,i+21, we kn ow that sign6.¢i,i+l =I sign 6.¢ i+l ,i+2, and vice
versa; only some combinations of signs and relative pha5e difference mag-
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nitudes are possible. This is illustrated in Figure 2. Ideally, this partial
information on conformation phase angles would be feel into the real-space re
finement process, where a sophisticated structure refinement algorithm would
use this information along with standard refinement techniques to further en
hance refinement and also to assist in deternrination of correct phases of each
of the conformations. At the very least, one should make use of Equation 2.5
to place suitable constraints on the values of the F c, (k) · F C; (k) dot products
obtained nume1�cally as parameters dming optimization of Equation 2A.

2.1.4.

Linear Approximation

A linear approximation of (2.2) which is often computationally useful is
possible if one is willing to disregard small phase differences in the structure
factors of the conf01mations:

IF(k, t )I ""'LfcilFc,(k)I.
i

(2.6)

If , as before, the number of components n and the values for the relative
concentrations fc,(l)s are known in advance for all times t, equation (2.6)
reduces to a linear least-squares estimation which can be solved by a suit
able linear matrix: method, such as singular value decomposition (SVD). This
process is considerably faster than the iterative method5 generally required
for a non-linear LS optimization such as Equation 2.2. Our experience has
shown that the estimates produced by solving (2.6) are usually reasonable
and frequently useful in many applications, not the least of which is gener
ation of initial parameter estimates for the non-linear optimizers needed to
solve (2.4).

g

t,�C1,C3

Figme 2. Diagram depicting how partial information on phase angle signs can
be extracted. On the left is illustrated the fact that when two phase angles
have the same sign, a third phase angle must also have the same sign and
must have magnitude equal to the sum of the magnitudes of the first phase
angles. The diagra m on the right indicates what happens when the phase
angles have different signs; in this case, a third phase angle has magnitude
equal to the difference of the magnitudes of these phase angles. Comparision
of the magnitudes of these three phase angles thus reveals partial information
on their conesponding signs, as described in the text.
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2.1.5.

Conclusion

The macromolecular structm·es of the intermediate conformations in the
HSTC can be detennined by standard crystallogTaphic refinement techniques
from the stn1ctme factor amplitudes of these intermediate conformations,
were they available. It is possible, at least in principle, to extract reflec
tion structme factor amplitudes on intermediate conformations from HSTC
data using Equations 2.6 or 2A, provided that estimates for the number of
conformations and their relative concentrations, the fcis, a.re both known in
advance. The determination of these para.meters is the subject of the next
section.

2.2.

Determination of Relative Concentrations of
Conformations in HSTC Data

2.2.1.

Background

l<or now, assume a priori lmowledge of the rnunber of conformations n
present in the HSTC data. Then, as was just discussed in the previous sec
tion, the relative concentrations of these conformations f0,( t )s at all time
points t are all that is needed for determining the structures of these inter
mediate conformations. Two approaches to this problem inunedia.tely come
to mind. The first is to attempt to experin1entally measme the relative con
centrations of the conformations at each time point t using techniques such as
time-resolved optical spectroscopy. The other approach, an indirect method,
attempts to derive a kinetic model and its associated para.meters by analysis
of the data, as will be elaborated below, and from this deduce the relative
concentrations of conformations at all time points t in the HSTC data.
The general first-order kinetic model in a system with n components can
be described as a system of 2

X

C2 = 2

X 21(,:'�2)!

=

1

(n'.'_2 )!

= n(n - 1) rate

11

Exponents

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of global exponential fitting of exponents. A
global optimizer (shown here in light blue) proposes global exponential.,; gov
erning observed reflections over time. A second optimizer (green) then at
tempts to fit the variance of each in<lividual observed reflection to the model.
Figures-of-merit from each individual fit are then aggregated over the entire
dataset, and a composite figure-of-m.erit is returned to the global optimizer.
The global optimizer then retains this figure-of-merit information and pro
poses a new set of exponentials using this retained information. The cycle
repeats until convergence is achieved.

F-0-M
Feedback
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constants

T

and n initial relative concentrations I. However, the stun of

the initial relative concentrations must be one, so only n - 1 of these are
in fact independent parameters. Thus determination of the kinetic model
could potentially require determination of n(n -1) + n -1 = (n + l)(n -1)
parameters as compared with the measm·ement only (n - 1 )mconcentrations
for the direct method, where mis the number of time-points in Equation 2.6.
Since m = n time-points are just sufficient to solve Equation 2.6, this boils
down to a requirement for a minimum of (n - 1)n parameters in the direct
method. In practice, however, an over-determined system, or m2 n + 1 time

points are required, so from this treatment both approaches might seem to
be equally practical.
Unfortunately, direct meas1u-ement of the relative concentrations of the
conformations on the experimental time scales demanded by HSTC by tech
niques such as optical spectroscopy is often not experimentally feasible. Con
sequently, time-resolved optical spectroscopists resort to kinetic model deter
mination for many of the same reasons we must.
Most few-component systems have considerably fewer than n(n - 1) rate
constants because a number of potential reaction pathways between the sys
tem components can be ruled out by an a priori knowledge of the system's
chemi5try. For example, in the case of PYP the native structure has been ob
served to be stable, and thus appears to consist of only one conformation, the
ground state. On the basis of the stability of the g,·ound state, back-reactions
between the gTom1d component and the remaining two components can be
ruled out, reducing the number of potential reaction pathways to 3(2) - 2
or 4. If one includes the parameters of the initial relative concentrations,
4 + (3 - 1) or 6 parameters must now be estimated, as compared with the

practical requirement of at least (3-1)(3 + 1) or 8 parameters for the direct

method were it feasible. The method of kinetic model determination has the
additional advantage that parameters provide information on the kinetics of
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the system.
In this paper we investigate the feasibility of kinetic model determination
from HSTC and illustrate its application to the photoactive yellow protein
(PYP) data set. Previotrn researchers (11) have attempted to use experimen
tal procedures such as time-resolved optical to determine the system kinetics;
these data may be used to supplement or verify the results of the analytical
procedm·e presented here.

2.2.2. Preliminary Considerations
A general kinetic model for the interconversion of conformations has the
form,
A 1,1

�
�

A2,1

�
�

1

A 1 ,2

�
�

�
�

A2,2

�
�

�
�

1

A,n-1

�
�

A1,n

A2,n-1

�
�

A2,n

1

1

1

1

1

1

(2.7)

1

A,n-1,1

�
�

Am,1

�
�

1

1

An,-1,2

�
�

�
�

A m,2

�
�

�
�

1

1
Am-l,n-1

1
Am.,n-1

�
�
�
�

1
An,.-1,n

1

-A..m,n

The concentrations of the conformations obey the coupled ODE system,
A
d[ ] =

dt

L. . k

i,J

[A; ]"i,j ,J

L k'

i,J

[AtLj

',J

where n;,j is the order of the kinetic pathway.

\;/

[A),

(2.8)
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Reactions involving interconversion of conformations in large macromole
cules are likely to obey fu-st-order kinetics, i.e. ni,j = n\,; V i, j in Equation
2.8. Then we can prove several useful properties of the system.
Lemma llf the concentrations of all conformations A in the generalized first

order reaction scheme Equation 2. 7 except possibly some conformation B
(where B is one of the Ai,;) obey the time dependence

[A](t) = C +

L Ci exp(-kit)

(2.9)

for finitely many ki , lhen conformation B obeys this time dependence also,
(provided that the sum of the rate constants governing the decay of B is not
exactly equal to the rate constant of any non-trivial pathway that decays into

B).
Proof. By assumption, conformation B obeys the first-order reaction con
dition

d~~] =

L
i

ci[Ai] -

L ci[BL

(2.10)

J.

where ci represents the rate constant by which some conformation Ai decays
into conformation B and d, represents the rate constants by which B decays
into conformation A;. Then, if we substitute Equation 2.9 into Equation
2.10, we obtain

d[B)
dt

L ci [c + L, Ci, exp(-ki,t)] - L c�[B]
'

J

'

q(t) - p(t)[B],

j

(Standard Form)
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where

I{

and Ki are new constants that replace C and Ci. The last line in

the equation was written to emphasize that the equation can be written in
standard form for a first-order linear differential equation, and therefore all
solutions are known to be of the form
B0 exp(-P(t)) +exp(-P(t))

=

L,; k1

Then P(t)

[B](t) =

= pt.

B0 exp(-pt)

This gi.ves:

+ exp(-pt)

1'

- B0 exp(-pt) + exp(-pt)

+

+

exp(-pt) [J{p (exp(pt) - I<p

+ [no

exp(pu)

I{

(J{ + �

exp(p1t)

J{i exp(-kiu)) du

+ � J{i exp(-kiu + pu))

L. -kJ{+ p exp(-k 1t + pu)]
i

'

1) +

i

+ C1 exp(-pt) +

t
0

Li -kiI<;+ p (exp(-k t + pt) - l)]

] exp(-pt)
J{p - -.;;:--' -kI<;
+
P
i
'

L

i

L kiCi+l exp(-kit).

i

+-.;;:--'

L'

J{i
exp(-ki t)
-k; + P

(2.12)

The last line has the same form as Equation 2.9, with one additional
exponential. 1111
We will make the pedantic note here that we had to assume p

ki

cl

du

(2.11)

exp(-pt) [J{p exp(pu)
Bo exp(-pt)

i

.la' (

B0 exp(-pt) +

C

exp(P(u))q(u)d1t,

J p(u)dt = J L,i k\dt = L°, k\t. For simplicity of notation, let

where P (t)

= p.

1'

cl k; 'if

O in om statement of the lemma. If we hadn't, we would run into

t rouble in mu- integTand Equation 2.11, with a zero in the denominator.
This pathological state, which would have resulted in a time dependence
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te1m of the fo1m Ct exp (-kt), can be avoided mathematically by ensming
that all rate constants differ at least infinitesimally from any nonzero p. As
ki

-+

p, the magnitudes of some terms of Equation 2.12 become very large

and have smrn which nearly cancel out when added to give a term of the form
Ctexp(-kt) in the limit. Since this is a rather unlikely situation physically,

(2.12) is usually an excellent approximation. It does illustrate a potential
problem with our method, however, as very similiar decay constants could
result in arithmetic overflows in algorithmic implementations of Equation
2.12. Since decay constants capable of causing this problem are likely to be
inclistinguishable in the experimental data, this does not represent a serious
limitation to the method, and in order to save space we will assume in the
statement of the Theorem below that p differs infinitesimally from all ki

fc O

in any real system.
Theorem 2

If there are no cyclic pathways in Equation 2. 'l (i.e., the scheme forms a
directed acyclic graph) then the tim e concentration of all conformations obeys
Equation 2.12.
Proof. Since there are no cyclic pathways and only finitely many confor
mations, there must exist initial conformatiorn A which have no precursors.
Then, since we have assumed all conformations obey simple first-order kinet
ics, these conformations must simply decay from starting concentrations Ao
with time-dependence A0 exp(-k,t).
Now, assun1e there is some conformation whose concentration does not
obey time-dependence Equation 2.12. Then, by the contrapositive of the
lemma, there exists at least one other conformation whose concentration does
not obey time-dependence Equation 2.12. Since there are no cyclic pathways,
and since there are only finitely many conformations, we can continue by
induction in this manner until we have shown that all conformations do not
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obey Equation 2.12.
But, we jrnt stated that there exist initial conformations A which obey
Equation 2.12. Therefore, all conformations must have time dependence
(2.12). II
The proof of the lemma also gives us the following very important theorem:

Theorem 3In an acyclic first-order reaction scheme, the number of summa
tion terms in (2.12) is at most equal io the number of conformations in our
system.

Proof.
In mathematical gTaph theory, it is shown that the nodes in a directed
acyclic gTaph (DAG) can be visited in such a way that all of the ancestors,
or inputs, of any state can be visited before that state itself need be vis
ited. Chemically, this means that, became our reaction scheme is acyclic,
we can first compute the explicit time-dependencies of all precmsors of a
conformation without first knowing the time-dependency of the state itself.
We have shown that there are first-generation initial conformations A
whose concentration varies as a single e.,'Cponential. Graph theory tells us
that we can find the time-dependencies of the concentrations of these second
generation confo1mati01rn, whose only precm·sors are first-generation initial
conformations.

Inspection of the proof of the lemma reveals that these

second-generation conformations can vary at most as the sum of two te1ms
of Equation 2.12, and that each additional generation can vary at most as
the sum of one term more than the previmrn generation. Since the number
of generations in om· scheme can be no gTeater than the number of confor
mations, the number of smnmation ternrn in Equation 2.12 is at most equal
to the number of conformations in

01u-

s ystem. ii!l
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These statements are actually more general than this, and hold for some
chemical systems with cycles, a fact which will not be proved here.
Let us return briefly to our original assumption of first-order kinetics.
The useful properties of first-order reaction schemes we just proved are due
in large part to nice properties of the integTand of the exponential func
tion. Systems which are not first-order will almost certainly not have these
properties.
As an illustration, consider the simple decay of an initial conformation
a single non-first-order path. For simplicity, we will again assume the sim
ple kinetics of Equation 2.8, which in the case of an initial conformation
degenerates to:

d��]

= k[At.

If we solve this differential equation, we obtain:
1
[A]= { [(n - l)(kt + K)] /(l-n) i f n =jc 1, } ,
J{ exp

-kt

where n is the order of the reaction and

if n

J{

= 1.

(2.13)

is some constant algebraically

related to the initial concentration of the conformation.

Thus, even for

these relatively simple systems, precise expressions of the time-dependence
of their concentrations ,vill quickly become impossible as system complexity
increases, and more radical approximations must be nsed for these systems
than was necessary in our analysis of first-order systems here. Similar conclu
sions can be arrived at by consideration of virtually any other commonly used
non-first-order kinetic model. Consequently, it is essential that the majority
of reactions dealt with in I-ISTC data obey at least approximately first-order
kinetics if our technique is to be useful.
Fortuitously, we expect the interconversion of macromolecular conforma
tions of the type suitable for I-ISTC study to obey principally first-order
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kinetics. Possible exceptions exist for interconversions where bimolecular in
teractions are important, such as the binding of oxygen by myoglobin and
hemoglobin. Here, the concentration of oxygen could potentially become im
portant, and it is quite conceivable that the interconversion of some of the
species obeys something other than a first-order law. If experimental con
ditions cannot be made to compensate,

01u-

analyses, as presented here, are

unsuitable in these cases, and approximations must be found if the kinetics
are to be modeled by anything like exponential functions.

2.2.3.

Global Exponential Fitting of HSTC Data

As was pointed out by Moffat (9), global exponential fitting can be applied
to crystallog,Taphic data. Let us return to Equation 2.2,
2

IF(k,t)l = ( ~!c,Fc,(k)) · ( ~/c;Fc;(k)).
If we realize that the constant function is simply an exponential with
decay constant 0, then we can substitute Equation 2.12 into this, and obtain:

IF(k, t)1 2

(�Ai(k)exp[-kit]) · ( �A;(k)exp[-k;t]) (2.1'1)

L A;(k) · A;(k)exp[-(ki + k )t]
L A.,j(k) exp[-(ki + k )t]
j

i, j

j

id

(2.15)

where the new parameters are the pre-exponential vectors Ai and associated
real-valued dot-products A;,j· Again, if one is willing to disregard the small
phase differences, we can recall Equation 2.6

IF(k, t)l ~ LfcilFcJk)I,
i
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and substitute Equation 2.12 into this to obtain a useful linear approxi
mation to Equation 2.15:
IF(k, t)l "'" LA;(k)exp[-k,t],

(2.16)

where A;(k) are real-valued constants invariant over time t, while the k,
parameters are invariant over both reflections k and over time t.
By taking advantage of the large number of k observations in a typical
erystallographic data set, it is possible to determine both the k, and A;(k)
parameters in Equation 2.16 above. An iterative approach is used that per
forms successive improvements to the estimated k,s. Given the estimated k,s
from the previous iteration of the method, at any given reflection k Equations
2.15 and 2.16 form a system of equations over the time-points tin the HSTC
data set. By using an appropriate solution technique such as constrained LS
optimization or SVD, the A;(k)s can be computed in E1:1uations 2.15 or 2.16,
respectively, for each reflection k, provided the number of A,(k) to be solved
for does not exceed the rnunber of available time-points t.
Due to experimental errors in the data and values of the k,s the fit ob
tained this way ,vill not be perfect. These errors can be aggregated over all
reflections in the data set and used as a figure-of-merit value for the estimated
k,s initially used. A standard multidimensional optimizer, such as the Pow
ell conjugate gradient methods from (12), can use this information to find
successive improvements on the k,s. The use of this teclmique is illustrated
in Figme 3.
An obvious candidate for the figure-of-merit ftmction is simply the ag
gregate Slllll of the figures-of-merit obtained in the reflection fittings. Un
fortunately, this choice has a statistical disadvantage that is frequently seen
in regression analyses of a similar nature (13): the sllllUllation terms were
what wa5 already optimized dming the reflection fittings, so little new in-
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formation is added by this choice of global figure-of-merit. In addition, we
encotmtered a more practical problem having to do with relative errors in the
sigmas associated with each of the observed structm-e factor amplitudes from
the LaueView (14) output. These problems are discussed in grnater detail
below.

2.2.4.

Other Possible Methods

Determination of number of conformations by SVD
Equation 2.16 looks so similar to the standard form for the exponential
decays found in optical data that it may seem tempting at first to apply stan
dard techniques from time-resolved optical spectroscopy rather than the tech
niques we present here. One practice in time-resolved optical spectroscopy
would be to express Equation 2.16 in matrL"'C form (15):

(2.17)
where ([r is an m X n matrix measm·ed across n time points and m reflections,
and 3 denotes a matrix of error terms. Then the exponential functions
exp[-k;t] will generate the basis vectors for the matrix ([r - 3, which will
consist merely of that particular exponential stun evaluated at all n time
points. The number of exponentials is nominally equally to the munber of

= rank(E) = n,omp and,
with perfect data (3 = 0), rank(w) = rank(CET) = n,omp, where n,omp is

conformations present in the system, so rank(C)

the munber of conf01mations present. In practice this is done by looking
at \,V, which is a diagonal m x n matrix whose diagonals give the relative
amplitudes of the basis vectors encoded in matrices C and E. Some arbitrary
constant is chosen, (10- 6 is common and comes from the expected round-off
error in double precision division; 10- 3 might be more reasonable for real
data) and diagonal elements whose magnitude is less than this constant times
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the magnitude of the largest cliagonal are considered equivalent to zero and
cliscarded as noise.
In this ideal world, we could, in principle, determine the number of con
formations in om system by merely tal,ing an SVD of the matrix W. This
method has been applied with g,Teat success to time-resolved optical data
(15). In HSTC data the use of this method presents a numb er of serious
clifficulties.
Firstly, the size of the matrix W is several orders of magnitude larger
than typical for time-resolved spectroscopy. This is not of consequence by
itself, but it causes one of the SVD matrices C or E, (depencling on whichever
transpose of the matrix is used for the SVD) to become huge. By definition of
SVD, C and E are mxm and nxn matrices, respectively. A small HSTC data
set might contain 4,000 reflection indices with observations each for five time
points. In om transpose of W this causes C to become a 4000 x 4000 matrix.
In double-precision arithmetic, which uses fom bytes per value, this would
require 4000

X

4000

X

4 = 1.6 x 10 10 bytes or about 60 technical gigabytes

for the orclinary, efficient implementations of the SVD. This is considerably
more fast storage than is available on even the most powerful supercomputers
today. If half the data are cliscarded, the number of reflectioILs is reduced to
2000. An efficient implementation of the SVD using 2000 HSTC reflections
with seven time points from the PYP data set barely rau on a 112 megabyte
HP 9000/735/100, a high-end workstation by today's standards. Approaches
can be found to circumvent this problem, suc.h as the use of less memory
intensive algorithms at the expense of computational time.
There is a second problem. Spectroscopic data sets are usually small and
consequently tend to have small errors which tend to approximately cancel
out over the data set . Crystallographic data sets are very large, with a wide
variance of error from one observation to the next. To compeILsate, crystallo
graphic data formats provide an additional parameter for each observation,
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sigma, which is an estimate of the relative error for that observation. The
method of rank estimation by SVD in Equation 2.17 provides no adequate
way for incorporating this information on relative error. Consequently, all
data are treated as equally reliable, and the potential exists for a few rather
bad observations to create runt basis vectors which will add the number of
apparent conformations in

vV.

vVe must also bear in mind that Equation

2.16 is only an approximation, whereas it is more exact in optical decays.
This problem can perhaps be avoided by discarding potentially troublesome
reflections, but this entails a loss of potentially valuable information with no
guarantee that the resulting data quality is sufficiently good for the method.
However, one problem cannot be solved: SVD, a matrix inversion algo
rithm, is an O(m3 ) method in terms of computational time. The example
nm on the HP 9000/735/100 required several horns to complete; this was
considerably more time than is typically required for actually extracting the
exponential decay constants on an entire HSTC data set by om method il
lustrated in section 2.2.3, which will frequently provide a very good estimate
of

ncomp·

For small optical data sets, the O ( m3 ) nature of the algorithm is

not a serious consideration, and SVD is an efficient method. \Vhen dealing
with large data sets, however, the SVD should not be used to solve Equation
2.16, whose complexity is linear with the munber of reflections, for the same
reason that the general method of matrix inversion should not be substituted
for the Fast Fomier Transform.
One potential application for the method is the placement of an upper
bound on ncomp· For the PYP run described above, T,V contained 9 values with

magnitudes above 10-3 times the largest diagonal element. (The values f01md

from this table are listed in Table 1).This suggests that

n,omp ::;

9, although

both the best chemical evidence ( 11) and the results from exponential decay
extractiorn in 2.2.3 point to three as the correct number of conformations.
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Significant Diagonals
3092.947998
402.41766,1
168.140717
136.366318
118.722977
58.376060
51.558868
50.045525
36.367725
TABLE l. Significant diagonals in SVD conformation number estimation.
Shown here are the nine elements whose magnitudes were larger than one
one-thousanth of the value of thelargest diagonal element, as described in
the text. This table was produced using 1800 reflections from the PYP data
set after several hours of computation on an HP 9000/735/100 workstation.
This method is efficiently used in optical spectroscopy to estimate the num
ber of components in a data set by extracting the exponential functions as
"basis vectors" from the data. In addition to being rather computationally
expensive, the method is insufficiently robust against errors when applied
to HSTC to produce reliable results, as demonstrated by the extraction of
nine "components" from HSTC data, most of which are presumably noise.
However, the method has placed an upper bound of nine on the number of
conformations present in the data.
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Simultaneous Esti1nation of Decay Constants and
Pre-exponential amplitudes
Another method seen in optical spectroscopy (16) would involve the
equivalent of simultaneous determination of both the exponential decay co
efficients ki and also the pre-exponential amplitudes A in Equation 2.15 in
one invocation of a non-linear least-squares optimizer. The resulting figme
of-merit function is then a simple sum of quadratic terms for each optimized
parameter information, so the partial derivatives of the figure-of�merit with
respect to all parameters are easily computable, at least in principle. This
approach allows them to determine all parameters with a single invocation
of an efficient least-squares optimizer, and makes a good deal of sense in op
tical spectroscopy, where the total number of parameters estimated is very
small. Unfortunately, a typical three-conformation HSTC data set such as
PYP might have observations for 8000 reflections over seven time points, so
that the optimizer would be expected to estimate over 8000 x 7 or 5.6 x 10'1
parameters. The types of optimizers used for typical non-linear least-squares
(Levenbmg-Marquardt) would store estimated second derivative in a Hessian
of (5.6 x 104 )

2

values and attempt to invert this matrix; this is again an

O(n3 ) process with O(n2 ) memory requirements. This type of optimization
implictly assumes that the errors in all parameters are potentially related, so
that no parameter can be considered well-estimated until all parameters are
well-estimated. In fact, estimates of the As for any reflection are affected
only by errors in estimates for the exponential decays, not errors in the As
for fits on any other reflections. Our method in Section 2.2.3 takes advan
tage of this and is O (n) with the munber of reflections, whereas the method
described in this section would be very wasteful indeed were it to be applied
to HSTC data.
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2.2.5.

Estimation of the Number of Conformations in HSTC
Data

At the beginning of this section we assmned that the munber of confor
mations n in our HSTC data was known in advance. One consequence of
our method is that the estimation of n now is similar to a classic problem
in regTession analysis frequently seen in macromolecular modelling , namely,
the selection of the number of parameters in a model so as to best describe
the data. The typical solution to this problem is to increase n in unitary
increments, comparing at each increment the figme-of-merits of best fit for
the two models. The number of parameters n is considered to be determined
when the decrease in figure-of-merit suggests that additional parameters no
longer improve the model in a statistically significant way.
For our method we suggest another possibility. Frequently, the crystallo
gTapher has some notion of a reasonable maximum number of conformations
based on a priori lmowledge of the sy stem chemistry. Our method can be
first applied with the estimate number of components n set slightly larger
than the maximum number of components reasonably expected in the data
set .. The significance of each of the n ki s estimated by the process is tested
by examination of the RJVIS values of the pre-exponentials Ai (k) and the
magnitude of the kis themselves. Insignificant ki s are eliminated and the
method is re-applied with a reduced value of n with the estimated values of
the significant kis as starting values. This process is repeated until both n
and the kis have been estimated to the satisfaction of the experimenter.

2.2.6.

Determination of Kinetic Model

After both n and the kis have been estimated, the next step is to estab
lish the kinetic model, which is potentially the most difficult. As has already
been cliscussed at gr eat length, a number of degTees of freedom remain in the
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general kinetic model after the kis have been determined. Chemical under
standing of the system must be used to eliminate a few of these parameters;
kinetic rate constants for back reactions to the excited conformations in the
case of PYP. Even for PYP, however, determination of the three ki s leaves
fom degTees of freedom in the chemically plausible general model, illustrated
in Figure 14. Two of these parameters are kinetic rate parameters (the fom
kinetic rate parameters governing the general model are constrained by the
determined ki values and two additional parameters). The remaining two pa
rameters are the initial relative concentrations of the two excited states ( the
relative concentration of the gTound conformation being linearly dependent
on these.)
Two approaches come to mind. The fa-st is to attempt to develop a fig,u-e
of-merit function in order to evaluate suggested values for these parameters
and optimize their estimates in the manner of what wa5 done to extract the
exponential coefficients. This rnns into a number of problems. Unlike the
fc,(t)s, an inspection of Equations 2.15 and 2.16 will reveal that the Ai ,jS
and Ai,jS do not depend on initial concentrations of conformations or, for
that matter, on the kinetic scheme of the reactions; they depend only on the
exponential decays kis and are invariant under the remaining kinetic model
parrt.meters.

Therefore, there is no immediately obvious means of performing fmther
fitting on the observed structure factor amplitudes to extract these remaining
parameters. The structure factor ampli tudes of the desired intermediate con
formations are obtained from these Ai ,j and Ai,j pre-exponential coefficients
by means of easily derived transform5. In the ca5e of the linear approxima
tion, these are derived as follows from Equations 2.6 and 2.16 as follows:

IF(k, t) I ""

L f4(k)exp[-k t],
i

i
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I F(k, t)I "'"

L Jc,IFc,(k)I,

therefore,

~.fcilFci(k)I ~ L~(k)exp[-kit].
i

(2.18)

i

If the fc.' are estimated from the proposed kinetic model, this forms a

system of n equations with n unknown values, IF c, (k)I, and can be solved
by standard linear matrix methods. The transform for the non-linear method
is more complicated, and is probably best handled by fitting IF c, (k) I instead
of e.Tp[-kit] to the data again, although no new information can be learned
by using this method. The results of the linear approximation should be
used as initial estimates for the non-linear method in order to reduce the
computation cost of the method.
Application of Equation 2.18 allows rapid generation of structure factor
amplitudes for each proposed kinetic model, and thus determination of the
remaining kinetic parameters by optimizer iteration over parameter space
could be compositionally inexpensive were a suitable fig1.u-e-of-merit fm1ction
available.
One immediately obvious candidate for the figure-of-merit fm1ction is ex
amination of the calculated intermediate conformation structure factor am
plitudes for plausibility. Careful examination of Equation 2.18 will suggest,

and experience reveals, that woefully incorrect J0,( t) values will generate
bogus JF c, (k) I values, and this affords one route for a plarnibility check.

I: JF c,(k)

1

2

is approximately related by the three-din1ensional Fourier trans

form (a rather computational expensive process for an iterative optimization
method) to the number of electrons in the macromolecular structure. (In
fact, JFoool = Z, the number of electrons in the molecule. However, JFoool
is always absent from crystallographic data since it coincides with the the

incident beam, so I: JF c, (k) J2 is a better choice for use in lig1.u-e-of-merit func-
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tions.) Since the mass of the macromolecule is expected to remain constant
in all conformations to within the error of the technique, a figure-of-merit
function based on the condition

L IF0,(k)l L IF0 (k)l
2

""

2

2

"" • • •

""L IFa.(k)l

2

(2.19)

is one possibility. In the analysis of PYP,

- LLIFon(k)l 2

(2.20)

n

and
- max
i, J

L IFa,,; (k)

1

2

were fom1d to be potentially promising figme-of-merit functions, allowing
a subset of parameter space to be ruled out. Of these two, Equation 2.20
proved more successful in tests with simulated data, which are described in
detail in Section 3.2, below. More work is needed in this area.
The second potential approach involves real-space analysis and is poten
tially less automated. Changes in the parameters which determine the ki
netic model result in changes in the calculated structme factor amplitudes of
the intermediate conformations, which can be used to produce electron den
sity maps by standard crystallog1·aphic Fomier transform techniques. These
maps can then be evaluated by chemical intuition until satisfactory values
for the remaining parameters in the model have been fom1d. That is, an
authentic intermediate must itself be a single, crystallogTaphically refinable
macromolecular structme. One can also imagine an X-PLOR like progTam
(17) attempting to refine the electron density maps thus generated and using
a chemical understanding of the molecular dynamics of the macromolecule
to quantitatively assess the quality of the various proposed kinetic models.
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Either way, this method will require considerable human or computational ef
fort, and this is one of the reasons for the need to further perfect the methods
described in the first approach to this problem.
In practice, both methods will probably need to be used, preferably in a
combined prog,Tam that can successfully integrate the two approaches. Im
proved figure-of-merit functions generated by the first approach could be used
to rule out wide swaths of kinetic parameter space, after which molecular
models would be called upon to perform the final optimizations. Allowance
would have to be made for integration of partial information from other ex
perimental techniques to assist the process as much as possible. Repeated
evaluation of these methods on runs using simulation data should eventually
result in the development of a reliable method for this process.

2.2.1.

Conclusion

Determination of relative concentrations of the desired inte1mediate com
ponents at the ti.me points t in the HSTC data is a difficult problem, but
one that can be solved by many methods. Exp erimental techniques such as
ti.me-resolved optical spectroscopy have hitherto proved troublesome, hence
the desire for means of determining these values directly from the HSTC
data.
The most promising approach, as in time-resolved spectroscopy, is de
te1mination of a kinetic model and related parameters for the system under
study. This is lilcely to be practical only for few-conf01mation systems, but
few-conformation systelilS are likely to be the only systems stuclied under
HSTC at present.
Kinetic model dete1mination as described herein consists of two steps,
each of which is based on a number of assmnptious. The first step is deter
mination of exponential decay constants under the assumption that confor-
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mations interconvert obeying first-order reaction laws. This assumption is
reasonable for many macromolecules, but is potentially mireasonable where
bi-molecular and other competing effects are likely to be significant, as might
be the case for the oxygen-binding reactions of myoglobin and hemoglobin
under some experimental conditions. However, these molecules might turn
out to display pseudo fast-order reactions, in which case om methods may
still be applicable.
Determination of the exponential decay coefficients proceeds by having
an optimizer iteratively suggest these coefficients to a submodule, which then
attempts to fit pre-exponential coefficients to these decay parameters. Aggre
gate errors from the fittings are used to evaluate the merit of the parameters
proposed by the optimizer, which then uses these merit values to re-adjust
its proposed parameters as part of its iterative technique.
Additional parameters are required to fully determine the kinetic model.
These consist of at least the initial concentrations of the conformations, but
may also include additional parameters, depending upon the model being an
alyzed. These parameters can be filled in by a combination of a priori chem
ical knowledge, other experimental techniques, and additional optimization
analysis of the remaining parameters.
Once the kinetic model has been identified, the number of conformations
n in the system and the relative concentrations of these conformations for
all time points t is known, and the structme of macromolecule may be de
termined by applying standard crystallographic techniques to the calculated
structure factor amplitudes of the desired intermediates. The entire process
is depicted diagTammatically in Fig1.1re 4.
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram of conformation extraction process. Shown
here a.re the major steps involved in extraction of conformations from HSTC
data. With the exception of the "Peel-Away" method, these methods are
described in the section on Principles of HSTC Data Analyses. The "Peel
Away" method is a modified version of the methods described in this section.

CHAPTER 3
THE ANALYSIS OF PHOTOACTIVE YELLOW
PROTEIN
3.1.

Introduction

Photoactive yellow protein (PYP) from Ectohiorhodospim halophila is a
small, water-soluble, globular protein of 14 kDa with a distinct bright yellow
color (11, 18). E. halophila is a negatively phototactic organism with a pho
toresponse whose action spectrum is similar to the absorption spectnun of
PYP (19). PYP is believed to be a simple bacterial photosensor that binds a
small chromophore and then interacts with a secondary receptor in transduc
tion of a light signal. Absorption of light by PYP initiates a fully reversible
photocycle with a series of discrete intermediates, each with a different op
tical absorption maximum (20). The spectral intermediates are believed to
differ also in their tertiary structures, presumably in a manner necessary for
the recognition of and/or interaction with other receptor molecules (21, 22).
The light reaction of PYP is sufficiently efficient to be biologically significant.
According to the kinetic model determined in solution illustrated in Figure
13, the light induced photocycle of PYP shows initial rapid bleach of the

yellow color too fast to be observed in the HSTC data (k = 7.5 x 103 s- 1)
followed by a slower dark recovery, (k = 2.6 s-1) (23), which is captured in
the HSTC data. The dark recovery step is slowed in the presence of glycerol
and sucrose, which is apparently due to viscous effects on changes in pro
tein tertiary structure during the photocycle (23). Further evidence for such
changes is provided by the presence of transient proton uptake and release
during the photocycle. The initial crystal structure of PYP (22) showed
33
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simple secondary structural elements and protein loops enfolding a small
chromophore. The structme was recently reexamined and refined to lA

A

resolution (24). The chromophore is covalently linked to the protein at Cys
69 (25, 26).
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Dataset
ns53
native
Delay (ms)
Images
25
c
Convention
Resolution (A) 1.6
Completeness 67.53%
Redundancy
6.10
?
R(w*f;%)
?
R(F;%)
2
?
R(w*F ;%)
2
?
R(F ;%)

ns61
-10-0
13

ns52
2-12
23

ns54.
30-4.0
27

ns58.2
60-70
24.

1.9
22.4.8%
4.'13
2.63
,1.04.
5.4.3
7.63

1.9
83.83%
6.25
,1.07
7.51
9.4.4.
12A9

1.6
59.4.9%
7.65
3.89
6.82
9.25
10.87

1.8
79.62%
6.99
3.34
6.37
8.02
9.97

c

c

c

w

ns59.2
ns56
120-130 5000-5010
28
28

w

1.8
79.4.4%
7.55
4..57
7.07
10.61
11.74.

TABLE 2. Smnmary of PYP time-resolved data set used in analysis

w

1.6
61.33%
7.79
3.21
5.87
7.76
9.04.
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Dataset Filename
ns53
ns53.1.scaled.hkl
ns61
ns61.2.scaled.hkl
ns52
ns52.2.sraled.hkl
ns54
ns54.2.scaled.hk]
ns58
ns58.2.scaled.hkl
ns59
ns59.2.scaled.hkl
ns56
ns56.2.scaled.hkl
Phases

omitneigh

Status
Used
Not Used
Used
Used
Used
Used
Used

Comments

Used

Phase file calculated from native omitting chromophore region

Poor quality data; yjsibly reduces output quality

TABLE 3. Status of PYP time-resolved data set used in analysis
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Conformation
Ground State
Slow
Fast

Rate Constant (s-1)
0
1.04
11.53

Initial Concentration Comment
Structme previously known
N/A (100%)
'?
To be determined
Structure published iu this paper
60%

TABLE ,1. Plot of hypothetical concentration variance of PYP conformations
in the linear model, including presumed rate constants under working kinetic
models
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from (A)
100.05,11
3.199969
2.539831
2.218751
2.015871
1.871370
1.761027
1.672825

to (A) measured possible completeness (%)
84.49198
20196
17064
:t199969
89.12893
20182
17988
2.539831
88.13,1,19
201.50
17880
2.218751
86.757,10
20132
17466
2.015871
74.96283
20178
1.5126
1.871370
47.28651
20048
1.761027
80
94
17.10397
20276
3468
1.672825
5.673336
20094
1140
1.600000

TABLE 5. Completeness of fagt.phs dataset, as determined by LaueView
using the shell method
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from (A)
100.0000
100.0000
100.0000
100.0000
100.0000
100.0000
100.0000
100.0000

,. (A) measm·ed possible completeness (%)
to
3.199969
1706,1
20196
8t1.49198
2.539831
35052
40378
86.80965
2.218751
52932
60528
87.45044
2.015871
70398
80660
87.27746
1.871370
85524
100838
84.81326
1.761027
95004
120886
78.58974
1.672825
93,112
141162
69.75815
1.600000
99612
161256
61.77259

TABLE 6. Completeness of fa.st.phs dataset, as determined by the LaueView
accmnulation method
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Proportion
rate 1
rate 2
rate 3
0.001
-0.0118134 -0.00100744
0
0.01
-0.0118565 -0.00100837
0
0.1
-0.0161488 -0.0011,1664
0
-0.0156128 -0.00229557
0.2
0
0.225
-0.0092,1917 -0.00191484
0
-0.00685736 -0.00170556
0.23
0
0.2,1
FAILED
FAILED
FAILED
FAILED
0.25
FAILED
FAILED
0.5
FAILED
FAILED
FAILED

Penalty

0.178
0.21511
0.224149
0.24576
0.3
19.

TABLE 7. Results of Test Data Simulations using Proportional Noise Model
as Explained in the Text
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Constant
Rate 1
Rate 2
Rate 3
Penalty
0.001
-0.0114684 -0.00100749
1.17 e-05
0
0.01
-0.0105438 -0.00100838
0
0.000109969
0.05
-0.00675197 -0.00101152
0
0.000552636
0.1
-0.0022011,1 -0.00101386
0
0.00111291
TABLE 8. Results of Test Data Simulations Using Constant Noise Model as
Explained in the Text
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3.2.

Assessment of Noise Robustness Using Test Data

In an effort to validate our procedme for the extraction of exponential
rate constants, we ran om procedure against test HSTC data with known
exponentials and kinetic model. The PDB coordinate file for the PYP gTound
state was manipulated by Ben Perman in the region of the chromophore order
to create two altered coordinate files, one with the chromophore in an altered
position, the other with the chromophore completely absent. These altered
files and the original ground state PD B coordinate file were then fed into
X-PLOR (17), which was used to generate calculated reciprocal space data
for each of these files. This resulted in three hkl format files simulating
structrn·e factor amplitude data for each of the three synthethic structures.
Ne.'Ct, a kinetic model was set up to simulate relative concentrations of
each of these test conformations. For one of the nms performed, we used the
PYP kinetic model illustrated in Figure 16 and exponential decays originally
tabulated for PYP in Table 4. These allowed us to compute the relative
concentrations of the simulated conformations at all desired time points. For
one such run, we simulated the same seven time points available for the
PYP data, which are tabulated in Tables 2 and 3. Using the linear model
of equation Equation 2.16 to calculated the expected time-dependencies of
the structure factor amplitudes, this process produced seven data sets, which
simulated a perfect HSTC data set with seven time points.
Gaussian noise was added to each observation in the synthetic HSTC data
set according to two models. The fast, termed the proportional model, added
noise with mean zero and standard deviation proportional to the magnitude
of the simulated observation. The sigmas in the hkl file were then set to this
standard deviation, so any progTam using these files as input would receive an
accrn·ate error estimate of the actual noise. The second, termed the constant
model, simply added noise with mean zero and constant standard deviation
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to each observation. The sigmas in the hkl file were then set to this standard
deviation, so that all observations in these data sets were recorded as being
equally trustworthy observations.
Extraction of exponential decays was then attempted, with the results
noted in Tables 2-8.
Of these two noise models, the proportional noise model is probably the
more realistic. The proportional noise model models IF I/ CJ as being constant;
however, conversations with Zhong Ren, author of the Laue View progi:am,
suggested that IFl/u in real HSTC data actually follows a bell-shaped cmve.
The two different noise models nevertheless effectively illustrate what forms of
noise Olli" analysis is resistant to.
After the noise had been added, the simulated HSTC data was processed
by Olli" methods. The results of exponential decay determination with varying
levels of noise are tabulated in Tables 7 and 8. As can be seen from these
data, the method is considerably more tolerant to proportional noise than
it is to constant noise. Eventually, a means of filtering noise by selectively
discarding reflections will have to be added to our the method, and these
results should be kept in mind when doing so. The method successfully
extracted usable exponential decays for data sets with up to 22% simulated
proportional noise. This suggests the method is sufficiently robust to handle
the experimental PYP data analyzed in the next sections.
We also attempted to extract initial concentration information from the
test data. The method previously described utilizing Equation 2.20 as figure
of�merit was found to successfully extract initial concentration information
from models of the type illustrated in Figure 16 to accmacy better than
±10% (results not shown). It is not yet clear whether these results can be
generalized to other kinetic models, nor is it clear whether this method is
sufficiently robust against noise to be trustworthy. More work is needed on
the method of Section 2.2.6 before initial concentrations can be determined
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with confidence.

3.3.

Analysis of Photoactive Yellow Protein

The HSTC data for the PYP protein was obtained in June of 1993 by
Genick et al. (27) at beamline X26C of the National Synchrotron Light
Source of Brookhaven National Laboratory. The data consisted of seven
time point files and one phase file and are tabulated in Tables 2 and 3. Data
sets were read into our home written analysis progTam in hkl format, with
the exception of the phase data set, which was in phs format. The hkl format
is a standard crystallographic format that stores each reflection in the data
set (observations for a specific time point, in this case) as an ASCII line
with form h k 1 IFI sigma, where h,k,l are the reflection indices, IFI is the
structure factor amplitude for that observation, and sigma is some estimate
of the relative error in the observation, usually the standard deviation. The
phs is a similar crystallogTaphic format which stores ea.ch observation

a.5

an

ASCII line with the form h k 1 !Fol IFcl phase, where h,k,l are as before,
!Fol and IFcl are observations (normally observed and calculated structure
factor amplitudes, but these can vary in normal usage), and phase is the
associated phase in degrnes corresponding to IFcl. Our usage of the phase
file ignores !Foland IFcl; we use only the needed phase inf01mation from this
file. These data files were then internally sorted and combined according to
reflection index by our program.
For the purposes of extracting the exponential coefficients, all reflections
were used for which the linear method given in Equation 2.6 was over
determined. From a priori chemical knowledge we expected three confor
mations to be present, so we required all reflection indices to have data for at
least fotff time points in order to be processed. Some 9,000 reflection indices
satisfied these criteria, out of the over 17,000 reflection indices mentioned in
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either the Laue View (14) output hkl files or the phase file.
Exponential coefficients were extracted from the data set according to
the methods described in Section 2.1 and diagTammed in Figme 3. Three
exponential rate constants were initially determined using both the non
linear and linear variants of this method. The resulting exponentials for
the linear method are tabulated in Table ,1. The non-linear method (results
not shown) produced similar results, although it required considerably more
computation time and operated on only the approximately 5,400 reflection
indices that had data for all six time points required in order to determine
the non-linear system. The agTeement to within experimental error of om
results with those previously deterrnined by Ng et al. (11) and others in
optical studies confirmed that the process had successfully extracted the
exponential coefficients and that tlu·ee conformations were present in the
data set.
One of the problems encountered during exponential fitting involved the
aggrngate fig1n-e-of-merit functions. Certain refiections in the data sets had
very low and um·easonable sigmas as estimated by the Laue View program

(14). This did not present a problem in detennining the prn-exponentials
of the refiections dming fitting, as the refiections and corresponding sigmas
were of the same order of magnitude, and thus the low-order sigmas neverthe
less conveyed accurate information about the relative errors in the refiection
observations over time. However, these sigmas did not accm·ately convey rel
ative error information when compared Ivith other reflections ,vith different
reflection indices. Because these sigmas were so low compared with the relia
bility of their observations, these reflections had very large chi-square values
associated with them. The chi-squares so produced were orders of magni
tude larger than expected and tended to dominate the summation terms in
a simple chi-square smnmation global figure-of�merit function, and thus pre
vented this function from providing accmate information. In effect, these
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low sigmas represented the data in these reflection indices as being orders of
magnitude more reliable than they actually were and also as being consider
ably more reliable than a large proportion of the data set. Consequently, the
fitting process tended to bias fitting towards them when this was attempted.
vVhen the initial agg-:regate figure-of-merit function was used, which consisted
of simply the negative of the sum of the chi-squared errors at the best fits
of all reflections, however, these low sigma-valued reflection would donrinate
the aggregate figure-of�merit function and prevent successful determination
of the exponential coeflicients. The solution was to use chi-squared fitting for
pre-exponentials and negative root-mean-square deviations as the figrn·e-of
merit when assessing the exponential coeflicients. This allowed for successful
exponential coeflicient determination.
Scatterplots of chi-squared residuals versus JFI at best-fit exponentials are
depicted in Figures 11 and 12. The plots indicate the presence of significant
outliers, a tendency which increases with increasing IFI. This tendency is
depicted by the median-line, which plots the median chi-square value at each
IFI bin. This median rises with increasing JFI. The non-linear fitting process
is intuitively simulated for illustrative purposes in Figures 7-10.
Kinetic model deternrination proceeded according to the methods de
scribed in Section 2.2. The overall photocycle of PYP is given in Figure 13.
Work by previous researchers had deternrined that the HSTC data primarily
captured the reactions occurring in the shaded region of this figure, which
consisted of a return of the e.."'<:cited state or states to the ground state G.
Optical density studies by Ng et al.

(11) and others along with our

own exponential fitting suggested that this reaction was in fact bi-phasic
·with three conformations present, inclucling the ground state. The general
reaction scheme for a three-component system obeying firnt-order kinetics
is depicted in Figure 14. Previous researchers determined the ground state
to consist of a single, stable conformation, which ruled out the possibility
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of significant back-reactions to the excited conformations. This reduced the
general model for PYP to that depicted in Figure 15.
For our research we decided to focus primarily upon two promising ki
netic models previously suggested in the literature. These are illustrated in
Figures 16 and 17. These models have the advantage that they are sim
ple and have kinetic rate coefficients equal to the exponential constants in
their corresponding concentration time dependency equations. Other mod
els have been suggested, but, in addition to being less elegant (and, in the
mind of author, considerably less probable) these complicate data analysis
by adding additional parameters and, hence, additional degrees of freedom
to the model.
Both of these models have each of two non-ground conformations de
caying by a single reaction pathway. This fact implies that the non-zero
exponential constants are equal to the two kinetic rate constants in these
models. (This is not true when a conformation decays by multiple pathways.
AB inspection of the proof of Lemma 1 will reveal, the exponential decay
constant "corresponding" to a conformation is equal to p, the sum of the
kinetic rate constants of all decay pathways from that conformation.) This
allows us to te1m the conformation that decays at around 12 s- 1 the "fast"
conformation and the conformation that decays at armmd 5 s-1 the "slow"
conformation. These rates are taken from the results of the analysis presented
in this paper (Table ,1); other studies may present different values for these
rates.
Kinetic analysis proceeded along the lines described in Section 2.2.6. At
tempts to estimate the initial concentration under the scheme of Figures 16
and 17 using the figure-of-merit hmction g"iven in Equation 2.20 suggested
an initial concentration of approximately 60% and 40% for the fast and slow
conformations, respectively, for the model in Figure 16 and 93% and 7% for
the fast and slow conformations for the model in Figure 17. Plots of the vari-

ation in concentration of hypothetical conformations under these two models
are show in Figures 5 and 6. Note that these plots are very different, illus
t rating the importance of the kinetic model on the shape of the concentration
versus tlllle curve.
Our numbers for the model in Figure 16 are in good agTeement with those
reported by Ng et al. (11), suggesting that Figure 16 may indeed illustrate
the correct model. However, as was pointed out in Section 3.2, it is not yet
clear how well our methods of extracting initial concentration information
work, and the agTeement could be clue to pure chance. Therefore, these
results must be treated with caution at this stage.

3.4.

The "Peel-Away" Method of Extracting
Structure Factor Amplitudes

If the model of Figure 16 is correct, then the concentration of the "fast"
conformation can be modelled as a single exponential function. Alterna
tively, if the model of Figure 17 is correct, the concentration of the "fast"
conformation is also expected to vary as a single exponential, because the
fast step must preceecl the slower step if a concentration of the intermediate
conformation sufficient to be detected is be built up.
In fact, as long as the "fast" conformation is an initial conformation with
no significant back-pathways, its concentration will obey a time-dependence
of a single exponential function. Then, PYP can be thought as the two
conformation system

A-+ B,

(3.1)

where A is the "fast" conformation and B is not a homogeneous conformation
but rather describes the chemical state when the protein is not in the "fast"
conformation. If we recall Eq. 2.6,

- 19

Parallel Model

0 .1

o.,

•..

0.2

Figlll'e 5. Plot of hypothetical concentration variation of PYP confonnations
under the parallel model. Show here is the concentration variation of hypo
thetical conformations obeying the first or working parallel kinetic model.Red
indicates the "fast" conformation, green the "slow" conformation, and blue
the ground conformation.
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Linear Model

•••
•••

•..
0 .1

Figure 6. Plot of hyp othetical con centration variation of PYP conformations
under the linear model. Show here is concentration variation of hyp othethet
ical conformations obeying the second working or linear kinetic model.Red
indicates the "fast" conformation, green indicates the "slovl' conformation,
and blue indicates the ground conformation.
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n

IF(k, t)I ~ ~ fcilFcJk)I.
i

= 2, fc (t) = exp[ll s- 1 X t], and fc,(t) = 1- fc1 (t), which describes
the system in E<:1uation 3.1. We can solve this system for IF c1 (k)I (we also
then n

1

determine Fc2 (k) in the process, but this is not a homogeneous conformation
and is thus not immediately useful.). We refer to this process as the ''peel
a,va:y" method, since s11ccessive confor1nations can be "peelecl av.ray" v..rith
this method.
In principle, it would have also been possible to determine IFc 1 (k)I by
setting up a three conformation system in Equation 2.6. However, doing so
would have several disadvantages. First of all, using three components would
require that the fcr s used be correct for all three confonnations (whereas we
need to know only the concentration for one conformation using the "peel
away" method.) If the concentrations for all three conformations are not
correct, serious errors will result in the IFc,(k)ls, because when one IFc,(k)I
is fit incorrectly, it is lilcely the other two will be fit incorrectly as well. We
would expect this to be a very serious problem. As we eventually discovered,
extracting structural information on one component using the tvro conforma
tion system in Equation 3.1 is considerably more robust against error than is
trying to extract structural information on all three conformations at once.
In addition, the ''peel-away" method can be applied to obtain information
on initial confmmations even in the absence of solid kinetic information on
the rest of the system. Each exponential rate constant can be tested to
see if it represents an initial conformation with no significant back-pathways
by attempting to "peel-off'' the conformation (usually any reasonable initial
concentration will do, thanks to the robustness of the method) and exaniin
ing the resulting electron density map to see if it appear s to represent protein
density.
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A second, and not inconsiderable, advantage of using a two-conformation
system is that gTeater completeness of data can be achieved with this method.
vVe required that Equation 2.6 be overdetermined when solving for the IFc, (k) Is.
For a three-conformation system, this means that each reflection index used
must have data available for at least four time points in addition to phase
information, whereas when solving the two-conformation system we only re
quire information to be available at tln·ee time points in addition to phase
information. In the case of PYP, the former condition is satisfied by ap
proximately 5,'100 reflections, whereas the latter condition can be satisfied
by approximately 8,500 reflection indexes. This results in a considerable in
crease in the completeness of the resulting structure factor amplitude data
sets for each of the conformations.
The "peel-away" method can be applied recmsively to the data set by sub
tracting out previously extracted structme factor amplitudes from the data
set and transforming the fc,.s appropriately to simulate a two-component sys
tem. In this way, any conformation without a back-pathway can be extracted
using the "peel-away" method, with all the advantages this entails.
One potential disadvantage of the "peel-away" method is that errors
can potentially accmnulate linearly as fm-ther and further conformations are
"peeled-oft"' the HSTC data. This is easily corrected by refining previous con
formations and then using calculated (and, presumably, error-free) structtu-e
factor amplitudes from these earlier stages to "peel-away" further conforma
tions. In this way, errors can be kept approximately constant throughout the
process.
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3.5. Structural Determination of the "Fast"
Conformation of PYP by the "Peel-Away" Method
The peel-away method was used to determine structme factor amplitudes
for the "fast" or 11 s- 1 conformation of PYP 1mder the assumption that it
represented an initial conformation with no significant back-pathways (an
assumption suggested by both of om working models in Figures 16 and 17).
We assumed the not-umeasonable initial concentration of 60% for this con
formation (although we obtained electron density maps with concentrations
in the range of ,lQ-90% which all appeared equally reasonable to the unaided
eye m1der molecu.la;· gTaphics. Om choice of 60% is based on relative magni
tudes of the structure factor amplitudes thus obtained; it may well be wrnng
but apparently this will not significantly affect the maps).
The resulting structme factor amplitudes are equivalent under standard
crystallographic Fom·ier transform to an electron density map for the con
formation. We refined this map, first manually using XtalView/Xfit and
then using both the standard positional and the more computational inten
sive standard simulated annealing refinement treatment in X-PLOR (17).
An R-factor of 19.8% was achieved from positional refinement, while an R
factor of 18.6% was achieved from standard simulated annealing refinement
treatment. The latter R-factor is identical to that achieved from fitting the

original lA A monochromatic observations for the gTound state of PYP, sug'
gesting the method produces data of tolerably good quality. The results
from positional refinement are displayed in Figures 19-32. The captions to
these figures describe much of the chemistry of the "fast" conformation thus
learned. (Results from simulated annealing refinement are not shown due to
time constraints in preparation of this manuscript. The differences are not
substantial enough to cause important differences in these figures.)
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3.6.

Structural Determination of the "Slow"
Conformation

Work on extraction of the slow conformation from the HSTC data using
the "peel-away" method is in prog,Tess. Preliminary attempts to extract the
slow conformation as an initial conformation via the "peel-away" method
using initial concentrations of 40% and 60% produced an electron density
map which did not appear to represent protein density. This result implies
that the slow conformation is not an initial concentration, contrary to what
is suggested by Figure 16. If correct, this would sug gest that Figure 17 is
perhaps the correct model. Other kinetic models consistent with the "fast"
conformation as an initial conformation are possible, such as the one in Figure
18. It is also possible that the "peel-away" method is less robust against
errors in the initial concentrations for the "slow" conformation than it was
for the "fast" conformation. More work is needed in order to successfolly
extract the structure of this conformation.

CHAPTER4
CONCLUSION
Complete understanding of a molecular mechanism frequently reqmres
not only the detailed strnctmal information on enzyme and substrates, but
also an m1derstanding of the structmes of the key intermediates involved
in the reaction.

Consequently, although the determination of the three

climensional structure of macromolecules by conventional X-ray crystallo
gTaphic techniques has provided detailed strnctmal information to high reso
lution on lnmdreds if not thousands of macromolecular structures, few mole
cular mechanisms of action based on these strnctmes have been fully eluci
dated. In a recent review, Haclju and Anderson

(1) issued a call to arms:

'We

suggest that one of the major goals of strnctmal biology should be to achieve
the fomth dimension, and fom-climensional structures and coordinate files
being the norm, in which conventional three-dimensional structmes are stills
from the movie.'
High-Speed Time-resolved Crystallography (HSTC), uses intense synchrotron X-ray somces to gTeatly reduce crystallographic exposure times .
The use of synchrotron racliation in X-ray diffraction experiments in macro
molecular crystallogTaphy has been reviewed (5, 6, 7). HSTC potentially
offers detailed structural information on short-lived intermediates in macro
molecular reactions in crystals near physiological conclitions. This makes elu
cidation of the m1derlying molecular mechanisms much more feasible than it
has been v.>ith traditional, 'still-frame' crystallography.
Despite the very recent availability of HSTC data sets, the promise of
HSTC remains largely 1mfulfilled (8). This is in part clue to the clifficulty in
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extracting structural information on intermediates from time-resolved elec
tron density maps, which are only composites of the electron density maps of
the populated chemical species present at the experimental time points. Var
ious schemes of extracting homogenous structm·es from time-resolved data
sets have been proposed, most notably (9, 10), although to date no interme
diate structures have been extractecl from available HSTC data.
Application of this proceclme as described in (9) has in the past been
hindered because estimates of the relative concentrations and number of pop
ulated chemical species (mathematical components) in the HSTC data set
are required. Ideally, a kinetic model for the key intermediates is desired.
Because of past difficulties in estimating these parameters from HSTC data
alone, previous researchers, most notably (11), have had to rely to on ad
ditional experimental techniques to generate the required data, with only
mixed success. In this paper we present a novel method for estimating these
parameters directly from an HSTC data set. We apply this method to suc
cessfully extract structural information on intermediates from an HSTC data
set acquired during decay from the saturatecl photostationary state of the
Photoactive Yellow Protein (PYP).
The concentrations of reactions obeying approximately first-order kinetics
can gtmerally be modeled as obeying smus of exponential decay functions. As
has previously been shown by (9), this fact can be used to relate structure
factor amplitudes in HSTC data to the structure factor amplitudes of the
m1derlying stable conformations in the data by sums of these exponential
decay functions.
We have developed a two-stage optimization scheme which is O(n) in
computation time ·with res pect to the number of reflections in the HSTC
data that allows determination of the exponential decay constants directly
from the HSTC data. These exponential rate constants may then be com
binecl with information on the initial concentrations of the conformations
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obtained either e:,q,erimentally or by an additional set of analyses presented
above. The combination of these two pieces of information directly facilitates
extraction of structural information from HSTC data. In addition, we have
also developed methods which allow structural information to be ''peeled
away" from an HSTC data set in the presence of only partial informa.tion on
the kinetic model.
These techniques were applied to photoactive yellow protein (PYP). Ex
ponential rate constants were extracted directly from the HSTC data in ex
cellent agTeement with optical data studies by previous researchers. The
structlu-e- of one of the conformations, the "fast" conformation, was success
fully extracted by the ''peel-away" methods presented herein. The structure
of this intermecliate conformation was determined and refined using conven
tional positional refinement to the equivalent of 2.0
of which are reported here.

A resolution, the results
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Ten best reflections from global exponential fit. Shown here are the ten indi

vidual reflections with the lowest chi-squared deviation after fitting with the exponential
decay constants determined to give the best global fit of the data. These particular data
were fitted using the non-linear version of the process; results from the linear process are
comparable, can be derived significantly faster, and are less subject to round-off error.
Key here is the difference between the optimal fit, and "funny", shown in green. The
latter is the fit using the rate constants given in (11). "Funny'' bounces off the horizontal
axis of the graph in some figures; these are theoretical 180 degree phase changes that
suggest something is wrong with these decay constants. Also shown in the figures are fits
using various different starting concentrations. This particular method is unable to distin
guish between different starting concentrations and kinetic models; differences in the curve
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Figure 8. Individual reflections with median-quality fits. Shown here are the
ten individual reflections with median chi-squared fit after being fitted by
the same non-linear method as in the previous figure.
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exponential decay parameters.
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Figure 10. Individual reflection fits randomly selected. Depicted here are ten
individual reflections selected at random from those fitted by the non-linear
process also depicted in the preceeding three figures.
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x2 values for individual re
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figure. This blowup eliminates some outliers, thereby emphasizing the nature
of the curve at low IF!.
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Figure 13. The PYP photocycle. Depicted here are the observed kinetics for
the PYP photocycle, as originally determined by (23). The g1·ound state, G,
under laser excitation, is converted at an extremely rapid rate to the excited
state P*. P* converts to state I1 at a rate of greater than 109 s-1, and I1 in
turn decays to I2 with a rate constant of 7500 s- 1. These reactions are too
fast to be observed in the HTSC data. The decay of I 2 to the g:rom1d state,
now believed actually to be bi-phasic, is observable in the HTSC data. These
data were taken from

(?) based on data in (?).
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P2

G

Figure VL General kinetic model for a three-component system obeying
first-order kinetics.

P2

G

Figure 15. General kinetic model for PYP. The ground state has been ob
served to be stable, ruling out significant back reaction patchways to Pl and
P2.
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Pl

P2

G

Figure 16. First working kinetic model for PYP. This is the fast of two kinetic
models treated in this paper for PYP for the decay of the conformations seen
in the HSTC data. In this model, both observed excited conformations decay
along parallel first-order pathways to the gTmmd state. This particular model
is that proposed by (11).

Pl

P2

G

Figure 17. Second working kinetic model for PYP. In this alternative model,
the two excited conformations observed in the HTSC data decay by a linear
pathway to the ground state. P2 must decay slower than Pl for P2 to be
observable, so the assignment of rate constants ean be made unambiguously.
TI1is kinetic model for the excited states was originally proposed by (20).
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Pl

P2

G

Figure 18. Third working kinetic model for PYP. In this alternative model,
the two excited conformations observed in the HTSC data decay by both
li near and parallel pathways to the grom1d state. A similar kinetic model for
the photocycle decay was suggested by (28).
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F igure 19. Difference Fourier of large portion of molecule showing ground and
fast conformations. Shown here is the difference Fourier between the ground
and fast conformations superimposed upon the refined molecular models of
the same conformations. Positive density (fast conformation) is shown in
blue, while negative density (ground state) is shown in red. Some residues
with large changes are labelled as markers. Changes in backbone conforma
tion appear throughout the entire molecule, although the greatest changes
are concentrated in the region of the chromophore HC4 69 and subsequent
displacement of ARG 52. Lines are contoured beginning at plus or minus
three sigma.
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F igure 20. Difference Fourier of PYP chromophore showing ground and fast
conformations. Shown here is the difference Fourier between the ground and
fast conformations superimposed upon the refined molecular models of the
same conformations. As in the preceding figure, positive density (fast con
formation) is shown in blue, while negative density (ground state) is shown
in red. Some residues with large changes are labelled as markers. Note re
gions of positive and negative electron density around the positions of the
chromophore (HC4 69) and the region of negative density (red) around As
in the preceding map, lines are again contoured beginning at plus or minus
three sigma.
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Figure 21. PYP fast and ground conformations superimposed in region of
chromophore. Shown here are the refined models for the fast and ground
state conformations in the region of the chromophore superimposed for com
parison. The structures are displayed independently in the same view in the
next two subsequent figures for clarity. Note the change in position assco
ciated with the cis to trans change of the double bond in the chromophore
(HC4 69). The chromophore displaces ARG 52, which is the other residue
with large changes in position. The fast conformation was refined using po
sitional refinement in X-PLOR against the data produced by the processes
described herein.
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Figure 22. Structure of the PYP fast confonnation in region of chromophore,
as determined by X-PLOR positional refinement.
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Figure 23. Structure of the PYP refined conformation in region of chro
mophore, as determined. by (24).
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Figure 24. PYP fa.st conformation partially contoured electron density map
displayed against both refined structures. Note the absence of electron den
sity around the position of the ground state chromophore and also the po
sition of the ground state ARG 52. The map is only contoured to a five
angstrom cube around the center of the image, which accounts for the empty
space in much of the figure.
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Figure 25. PYP ground conformation electron density map displayed against
both refined structures.
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Figure 26. PYP fast conformation electron density map displayed against
fast conformation structure.
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Figure 27 PYP ground conformation electron density map displayed against
ground conformation structure.
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Figure 28. Difference Fourier showing hydrogen bonding of water 243 to
deprotonated fast conformation chromophore. Water 243 also appears to
interact with the displaced ARG 52. For clarity, both refined molecular
models are superimposed over the difference Fourier. Note the region of
negative electron density (red) associated with the reorientation of water
243 to hydrogen bond with the chromophore. The molecular models are
reproduced without the difference Fourier below for clarity.
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Figure 29. Electron density of fast conformation showing hydrogen bonding
of water 243 to deprotonated fast conformation chromophore. For clarity,
both refined molecular models are superimposed over the difference Fourier
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Figure 30. Molecular models of both fast and ground state conformations
superimposed to show hydrogen bonding of water 243 to deprotonated fast
conformation chromophore. Water 243 also appears to have an interaction
with ARG 52.
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Figure 31. Molecular model of fast conformation showing hydrogen bonding
of water 243 to deprotonated fast conformation chromophore. Water 243
also appears to interact with the displaced ARG 52.
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Figure 32. Molecular model of ground conformation showing lack of hydro
gen bonding of water 243 to protonated ground conformation chromophore.
Water 243 appears in a different orientation than with respect to what it
does in the fast conformation. The interaction of water 243 with ARG 52 in
its ground state position is also different.
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